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An international round-robin experiment has been conducted to test procedures and methods for the measurement of angle resolved light 
scattering. ASTM E2387-05 has been used as the main guide, while the experience gained should also contribute to the new ISO standard of 
angle resolved scattering currently under development (ISO/WD 19986:2016). Seven laboratories from Europe and the USA measured the 
angle resolved scattering from Al/SiO2 coated substrates, transparent substrates, volume diffusors, quasi volume diffusors, white calibration 
standards, and grating samples at laser wavelengths in the UV, VIS and NIR spectrum. Results were sent to Fraunhofer IOF that coordinated 
the experiments and analyzed the data, while ESA-ESTEC, as the project donor, defined conditions and parameters. Depending mainly on the 
sample type, overall good to reasonable agreements were observed, with largest deviations at scattering angles very close to the specular 
beam. Volume diffusor characterization unexpectedly turned out to be challenging. Not all participants provided measurement uncertainty 
ranges according to GUM, often, a single general scatterometer-related measurement uncertainty value was stated. Although relative 
instrument measurement uncertainties close to 1% are sometimes claimed, the comparison results did not support these claims for specular 
scattering samples as mirrors, substrates, or gratings. © 2017 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: (290.0290) Scattering; (290.5820) Scattering measurements; (120.4800) Optical standards and testing 
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1. Introduction The increasingly demanding requirements of optical systems in the recent few years, especially those of space optical systems, have driven light scattering specifications of optical components to the extreme. Light scattering reduces the optical throughput of optical systems, the lateral resolution of imaging optics, the spectral resolution of spectrometer systems, and it increases stray light problems. As a result, light scattering specifications have become one of the most critical performance parameters of high-end optical instruments and components. Testing these important specifications consequently drives demands for reliable measurements. Light scattering distributions are described by the angle resolved quantities BSDF (Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function) or ARS (Angle Resolved Scattering), which are defined in the ASTM 

standard E2387-05 [1]. This ASTM standard is currently the only active standard available, however, there is a corresponding new ISO standard under development (ISO/WD 19986:2016) [2]. Practically, a quantification of BSDF / ARS is typically performed by in-house developed scatterometers that consequently differ in terms of measurement parameters, optical set-up, and also procedures. This can result in large deviations that are sometimes observed between measurements performed by different laboratories on the same sample. Consequently, a test of the reliability of BSDF measurements and procedures is important for ESA and space optics manufacturers. Previously performed round-robin experiments of angle resolved light scattering date back to the late 1990s, and were conducted to test the former ASTM E1392 standard [3, 4], which has been by now replaced by ASTM E2387. In addition, round robin experiments have been conducted to verify the standards of the integrated scattering quantities TS (Total scattering, ISO 13696 [4]) and TIS (Total 
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Six different sample types were to be measured, including transparent substrates, Al/SiO2 coated substrates, grating samples, PTFE calibration standards, volume diffusors, and a quasi-volume diffusor. For the experiments, each participant received their own set of samples (parallel layout of the experiments), while one unique sample was measured by all participants sequentially. To characterize sample comparability and degradation, the samples were screened before and after the experiments. Sample comparabilities between <1% and 12% were observed depending on the sample type. Contamination / sample degradation during the experiments was highest for the low scattering samples (substrates and mirror coated samples), while a contamination related effect on the light scattering distributions of the diffuse scattering samples (PTFE and diffusor samples) could not be observed. This confirms the necessity of parallel experiments for low scattering samples; however, for future RR experiments, a sequential measurement of diffuse scattering samples could be beneficial. The experiments showed reasonable agreements, mainly depending on the sample type. However, in some cases significant deviations of outliers of up to 2 orders of magnitude were identified, probably caused by calibration issues. When outliers are excluded, standard deviations of the integrated scattering between 3% and 39% were observed for low scattering samples, while the diffuse scattering samples showed deviations between 2% to 6%. Not all particpants provided measurement uncertainty ranges according to GUM, often, a single general scatterometer-related measurement uncertainty value was stated. Comparing the angle resolved standard deviations of the BSDF measurements (rather than the integrated scattering values), it could be observed that the deviations exhibited, were both a function of the scattering angle as well as of the sample type. This clearly contradicts the often-used approach of specifying a general single-value measurement uncertainty for light scattering instrumentation. With angle resolved standard deviations between about 3% and 100% for the low scattering samples, the deviations were moreover larger than sample comparability and generally-quoted scatterometer measurement uncertainties of about 1% or 2%. Highest deviations occurred at near specular scattering angles and very large scattering angles. This behavior can be explained by alignment uncertainties of instrument and sample [30], which increase for high slopes in the BSDF. Quoting BSDF measurement uncertainties for typical samples rather than giving a single number could solve this problem. The volume diffusor and quasi volume diffusor characterization unexpectedly turned out to be very challenging. Systematic errors during the measurement of these samples were linked to detector field of view and alignment issues. The limited budget of this study required a voluntary contribution of the BRDF measurements by all participants and also caused some aspects not to be studied in full detail. Still open subjects are, for example, (i) a study to analyze if the deviation of the BSDF measurements of participant II and III can be related to polarization effects, (ii) a detailed investigation of the critical near angle scattering uncertainty, (iii) experiments on curved optics and black coatings, and (iv) an investigation of the relationship between high sensitivity and high accuracy measurements. However, in summary, the experience learned is very useful for the participants, the community, and the development of the new ISO standard. For example, a general performance of raster scans before the actual BSDF measurement should be recommended to help deriving sample representative data by avoiding measurements at positions with local defects, e.g. as already addressed in ISO13696. Moreover, a general agreement on data handling should be developed, including e.g. the removal of measurement artifacts from the BSDF 

data. Also, a general delivery of instrument signature data along with the actual BSDF measurement data would give optical engineers a better insight, as it allows identifying where the measurements are potentially influenced by measurement artifacts or limitations of the used set-up.  
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